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ABSTRACT

Approximately one million antiprotons have been trapped and electron

cooled in the PS200 catching trap from a sin_. _fast extracted pulse from LEAR.

The system is d_scribed in detail, different extraction schemes are discussed, and

possible applications of this instrument to ultra-low energy atomic and nuclear

physics with antiprotons are mentioned.

I. INTRODUCTION

We have proposed measuring the acceleration, g, of antiprotons in the

Earth's gravitational field by launching antiprotons from a thermal distribution at

4 K in groups of approximately 100 particles upwards against the force of gravity

and measuring their time-of-flight (TOF) for a 1 m flight path. Due to the

distribution of ini_al energies, a time-of-flight distribution will be observed. This

TOF distribution will exhibit a cut-off representing the minimum kinetic energy

necessary to reach the detector at the top of the experiment. The cut-off time is

independent of the inertial mass of the particles used and of the details of the

thermal distribution from which these particles are launched. It is a direct measure

of g for the particles under study. We propose to compare the cut-off time, and

thereby g, of negative hydrogen ions and antiprotons [ 1].
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An importantpartofexperimentPS200isthesupplyofalargenumberof

ultra-lowenergyantiprotons.Numericalmodelshaveshownthatlaunching106-

107particlesfroma thermaldistributionat4 K willallowa measurementofg at

the0.1% level.Many repetitiveshotswillbe necessaryto studysystematic

effects, but a minimum of 106 parucles is needed in the trap to collect a single

time-of-Right spectrum with meaningful statistics.

In testing the first part of the experiment, the PS200 catching trap, we

have suecesshdly captured up to approximately 1 million antiprotons from a

single, fast extracted pulse from the Low Energy Antiproton Ring (LEAR) at

CERN. We have stored these particles for several minutes and have observed

electron cooling to low energy with a time constant of approximately 10 - 20

seconds. This not only provides the means of obtaining the necessary initial

distribution of antiprotons required by the antiproton gravity experiment, but also

opens new possibilities for ultra-low energy antiproton physics, previously not

accessible to experiments at LEAR.

2. CAPTURE OF ANTIPROTONS IN A LARGE PENNING TRAP

2.1 Experimental layout

FigureIshowsanartist'sconceptionofexperimentPS200whichconsists

of two independent sections: the "Catching Trap", in which antiprotom from the

LEAR faeih'ty are slowed down from 5 MeV to a few keV and then captured in a

Penning trap, and the "Drift Tube Experiment", in which the actual gravity

experiment will take place. In order to determine the ultimate efficiency that can

beachievedfordegradingandcapturingantiprotonsintoaPenningtrap,thefirst

partofthePS200experimentalset-uphasbeeninstalledatLEAR. Thispartof
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the experiment consists of an open end-cap Penning trap of 50 cm total length

and3.8cm diameter,situatedina6T superconductingmagnetwitha horizontal,

cryogenicbore.Themaximumdesignpotentialforthisstructureis60kV.Atthis

timeacommercialvoltageswitchisinuse,whichiscapableofswitchingupto30

kV withrisetimesofapproximately100ns.Figure2 showsthegenerallayoutof

themaincomponentsandthedifferentdetectorsusedfordiagnosticpurposes.

A particlepulsefromLEAR istransportedto thefrontend ofthe

experiment,whichconsistsofaparallelplateavalanchecounter(PPAC)forbeam

monitoringandagascellforfreetuningthebeamenergy.AfterexitingtheLEAR

beam linethrougha 12 grntitaniumwindow,passingthroughthetwo PPAC

chambers(forx andy positionmonitoring)andthegascell,andreenteringthe

vacuumsystemthrougha second12l.tmtitaniumwindow,thebeamenergyis

reducedtoapproximately3.7-4.0MeV (dependingon theexactpressureinthe

gascell).Due tothetransversescatteringinthematerialtheparticlespass

through, a relatively large angular spread is introduced into the beam. The beam

is re-focused by the fringe magnetic field of the 6 T super conducting magnet. A

correct choice of the magnetic field strength for the particular energy of the

incoming beam places a focal point at the entrance foil of the trap. In this 135

I.tm,gold coated aluminum foil the antiprotons loose energy by collisions with the

atoms of the foil material and, assuming proper adjustment of the additional

degrader material upstream, an optimum number of low energy particles (Ek_ <

30 - 60 KeV) exits from the downstream face of the foil. These particles are

reflected by the electrical potential at the far end of the trap and travel back

towards the entrance electrode. If this electrode is ramped up to potential before

the particles can escape, they are captured within the volume of the trap.

The principal design parameter for the trap is the length necessary to

capture particles of energies up to 30 (60) keV emerging from the final foil during
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a LEAR pulse of typieaUy200 ns duration. At a I m round trip distance, the time

remaining after the last particle has entered the trap before the f'_rst particle is

reflected back to the entrance is 220 ns (95 ns) for a 30 kV (60 kV) well depth.

Our current 30 kV pulser has a 125 ns rise time, allowing a total of 95 ns for jitter

and uncertainty in the trigger timing under present conditions. A 60 kV pulser,

capable of rise times below 90 ns has been constructed and tested at Los Alamos

and can be added to the system at a later date.

For the purpose of antiproton capture, the well is defined by the potential

at the entrance foil and at the cylindrical electrode at the far end of the trap. The

central section is split into five electrodes (see figure 3), which earl be biased to

form a harmonic well at the center of the trap. This well can be used to store

electrons for electron cooling and to collect antiprotons m a well defined region

of space once they have been cooled by collisions with the electrons.

This method has been successfully used by experiment PS196 [2] with a

capture ef'fieieney of 2 x 10"4; the primary goal of our test experiment was to

increase this efficiency, and to find the maximum efficiency for such a system.

Theoretical calculations predict that as much as 2.5 (5)% of the particles

emerging from an oplSmizedfoil will have a kinetic energy below 30 (60) keV. In

principle all these can be captured ff the timing and the phase space of the trap are

chosen appropriately.

2.2 Detection system

Eight plastic scintillators of approximately 14em x 71 em area, coupled to

photo multiplier tubes with a high magnetic field resistance (Hamamatsu Mod. R

2490), are used to detect annihilation products resulting from antiprotons striking

different surfaces in the system. Four scintillators (S1-$4) monitor annihilations

4
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near the front end of the trap (PPAC, radiation baffles, aluminum foil), while

scintillators$5-$8 predominantlydetectannihilationson theMCP surface(see

figure 2).

To assesstheefficiencyfordetectingantiprotonsannihilatingon theMCP

surface(orthesurroundingbaffle)we used a Monte Carlomodel calculation

basedon theGEANT code.In themodel calculation,antiprotonswere released

from thecentralpartof the traptowardsthe MCP where theyannihilated.

Typicallyabout3 chargedpionsand 2 neutralpionsareemitted.The neutral

particlesimmediatelydecay intogammas, some of which are convened to

electronswhen passingthroughthesystem.The model calculationincludedclose

estimatesof theeffectofalldewarmaterials,aswellasallcryogenicliquids,the

magnet coil,and otherhardwarewhich hasto be penetratedby theparticlesto

reachthedetector.A completemap ofthemagneticfieldwas superimposedonto

thesystem.

The program recordslocation,particlecharacter,charge,mass, and

energy for all hits onto a cylinder around the symmetry axis of the dewar. These

data arc then used to obtain the efficiency for detecting annihilations of

antiprotonson the MCP surfacewith the actualscintillatorsin place.The

efficiencyobtainedinthisway -imposinga two-foldcoincidencerequirementfor

backgroundreduction- isabout(6 +/- i)%. The errorcontainsthestatistical

uncertaintyandsystematicerrorsresultingfrom the uncertainty in the knowledge

of therelativepositionbetweentheannihilationareaand thescintillators.Also

includedistheuncertaintycausedby thefactthatslightlydifferentmagneticfields

were usedindifferentruns,buta fixedmagneticfieldwas usedin themodel

calculations.The detectionefficiencyisincreasedtoabout32 % ifno coincidence

requirementisimposed.Under theseconditionsthebackgroundcan be reduced

by gatingthedataacquisitionsystemwithpulsesderivedfromMCP signals.

.
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To augment these ealculaUons we also performed consistency checks for

a subset of runs where we compared the number of events for single, double, and

triple coincidence requirements. These cheeks confuTaed the 7% efficiency. An

independent experimental cheek of this detection efficiency was also possible

during earlier set-up runs, where s continues LEAR beam was used to confirm

the proper choice of the total thickness of the degrading material in a time-of-

flightcortfiguration.No trappingvoltageswere appliedduringthese runs,and

therefore all particles entering the system through the PPAC were reaching the

MCP surface. (With the exception of particles annihilating in the grids supporting

the mylar windows of the PPAC and ia the support structures of the radiation

shields in-between the PPAC and the final foil.) A direct comparison between the

count rates in the PPAC and in the scintillators (corrected for the losses

mentioned above) again yields a detection efficiency of approximately 33% for

single coincidence and6% for 2-fold coincidence requirements.

Additionally, a cylindrical NEll0 scintillator (d =3 era, 1 = 5 cm) is

located in close proximity to the entrance window. This scintillator is equipped

with a high current tube base capable of producing a signal proportional to the

intensity of the incoming beam pulse. This signal comes from annihilations of

antiprotons on the grids supporting the PPAC entrance and exit windows. This

signalshowsintensityvariationswithinanindividualshot,andthe integratedarea

canbeusedasarelativemeasureofthebeamintensityfordifferentshots.

2.3. Degrading tests

To ve,,ffy the yield of low energy particles using the degrading process,

and to set up all experimental parameters for optimum conditions for antiproton

capture, we initially used a time-of-flight method to study the number of particles

,
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in the 0-60 keV range. This was done using the antiproton beam from LEAR in

the slow continuous spill mode. The rate during these runs varied from 1 to 20

kI-Iz.At these rates the average time interval between particles is large compared

to the transit time through the apparatus, and the measurements represent single

particle studies [3].

A startpulse for the time-to-amplitude converter (TAC) was generated by

using a 2-fold coincidence from $5 - $8, therefore predominantly looking at

annihilationson the MCP surface.A stop pulse was derived by delaying the signal

indica6ng the passage of an antiproton through the PPACs by approximately 1

]_s. A series of TOF spectra with the pressure of SF6 in the gas cell varying

between 300 and 800 mbar was recorded. To correct for the strongly varyingrate

of the LEAR spill, all results were normalized to a 1 kI-Iz PPAC rate over a

typicalrun time of 400 seconds, arrivingat the results displayed in figure 4.

We measured the total transmission of particles to the MCP detector

versus the SF6 gas pressure and found that the maximum transmission was about

50% of the incoming rate. This is explained by annihilations in the grids

supporting the mylar windows on the PPAC (2 grids with 80°/'0transmission each)

and by losses due to the radial spread of the beam causing annihilations in the

bafflesupport rings. In the meantime, these bafflerings have been enlarged to a

50 mm diameter, thereby reducing these losses. Comparing the counts for low

energy particles in the TOF spectra to this reduced rate of 0.5 kHz, we find a

maximum of 1.2°/'o(2.5%) in the 9 - 30 keV (9 - 60 keV) bracket, which is in

good agreement both with predictions obtained from TRIM calculations and also

with earlier measurements performed at LF,AR using a simple TOF set-up with

no magnetic field environment [3]. From the above results, it is seen that for a

spill of 108 antiprotons more than 1 x 106 antiprotons should be trapped in a 30

keV Penning trap.

7 •
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2.4. Capture of antiprotons

Using the parameters obtained during the slow spill operation, we set up

the data acquisition system to accept fast spills from LEAR. Figure 5 shows a

schematic diagram of the set-up used. The actual trigger for the entrance cap

pulser was obtained from the NE110 scintillator placed near the PPAC assembly,

detecting aanihflationsofantiprotons fromthe 200 as LEAR pulse when passing

through the PPAC. A TIT, trigger derived from the leading edge of the NE110

outputis delayed by the time necessary for the antiprotonpulse to travel from the

PPAC to the final degraderfoil and fully enter the trap volume.

To detect the capture of low energy antiprotons, we release them from

the trap after a predetermined storage time and allow the pbarstoannihilateon

the surface of the microcharmel plate detector (MCP). The annihilation is

detected by scintillators $5 - $8 as well as by direct counts from the MCP. The

release is accomplished by lowering the potential of the exit end-cap of the trap

linearly with a time constant large compared to the oscillation period of the

particles in the trap. Particles will escape from the trap when their kinetic energy

is greater than the potential barrier. This generates a time-of-arrival spectrum

which reflects the energy distribution of the particles in the trap prior to the

release.

Figure 6 shows such an energy spectrum of antiprotoas released from the

trap a few seconds after the high voltage switch had been activated to capture a

pulse delivered from LEAR to our experiment. The trap potential was set to 28.5

kV. The counts were obtained using a 2-fold coincidence on scintillators $5 - $8.

Based on the calculated detection efficiency for this condition of 7 %, the total

numberof counts represents 480,000 trapped antiprotons.

8
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The absolute capture efficiency of our system is obtained by comparing

the number of antiprotons released from the trap after a short delay to the number

of antiprotons which had left LEAR. This efficiency increases linearly with the

weU depth and reaches a value of 0.25 % at 30 keV (figure 7). This is only a

factor of 5 below the theoreticad prediction. Some of the losses may be attributed

to losses in the beam transfer system as well as to annihilations in the PPAC and

the radiation baffles (estimated to be less than 50%).

We studiedthe storage time of anfiprotonsin the trap by varying the delay

between the arrivaltime of the LEAR pulse at the experimentand the time when

particles were released from the trap and find a minimum I/e decay _,irneof

approximately 175 seconds (see figure 8). The fit to the data is strongly

influenced by the last dam point taken at 70 seconds delay time. Due to the strong

electron cooling observed (see 2.5.), at this time a substantial fraction of the

antiprotons may have been captured into the central well which was not emptied

bythecomputercontroLledsystemduringtheseruns.A secondfitignoringthis

datapointyieldsalowerlimitofthestoragetimeof1800seconds.Thisstorage

time can be understood as a measure of the residual gas pressure inside the

cryogenic bore tube, which at this time is strongly coupled on either side to 10"10

Ton. room temperaturevacuum systems. Above quoted lifetimes correspond to

residual pressures of the order of 10-11 to I0 -12Ton'.

2.5 Electron cooling of antiprotons:

Duringthestoragetimemeasurementsanoticeablechangeinthespectral

shapeoccurred.Afterstoragetimesoftypicallyaround15-20 seconds,high

energyparticlescouldno longerbeobserved,andtheenergydistributionhad

startedtoshifttowardslaterchannelsinthereleasespectrumwithoutadecrease
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in the number of particles. A/ter 30 - 40 secondz all counts in the arrival time

spectrum where concentrated at energies below 1 keV. Figure 9 shows a

selection of energy spectra for 2 different storage times (8 and 40 seconds). In

Figure 10 we display the shift of the centroid of the energy distribution with time

and the result of an exponential fit yielding a cooling time constant of

approximately 16 seconds. For the number of antiprotons in the trap, such a

cooling time requires an electron density of approximately 108 electrons/era3 [4].

Two possibilities for the production of these electrons exist: Electrons may be

generated by the primary pulse of antiprotons entering the uxp, knocking off

electrons from the foil and/or ionizing atoms and molecules released from the foil

during the antiproton pulse. An appropriate bias between the foil and the ftrst trap

electrode will at least partially prevent these electrons from entering the trap. A

second possibility is the ionization of residual gas molecules by collisions between

the stored antiprotom,_and the remaining residual gas molecules. At the estimated

residual gas pressure of 10-11 to 10"12 Ton', using measured ionization cross -

sections from reference 6, we find that both possibilities may contribute to the

electron production. In either case these secondary electrons are stored inside the

well, cool rapidly by synchrotron radiation with a time constant of approximately

0.3 seconds, and eventually collect in the central part of the trap.

AntiprotonsoscillatinginthelargecatchingtrapinteractviaCoulomb

interactionand dissipateenergyinto theelectroncloud,whichinturnis

continuouslycooledby synchrotronradiation,untilbothelectronandantiproton

cloudsarriveatathermaldistributioninequilibriumwiththeambienttemperature

oftheapparatus(approximately25Kelvininthistest).Sucha lowtemperature

cannotbeobservedundercurrente_ental conditions,sincetheelectronsare

notejectedbeforetheantiprotonsarereleased,and thecloudexperiencesa

(violent)Coulombexplosionwhenthetrappingfieldsarelowered.Nevertheless,

inthespectrumobservedafter70 secondsstoragetime,themajorityofthe

I0
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counts are concentrated in five channels, representing an apparent width of less

than 150 eV. The ultimate energy width (obtainable by ejecting the electrons

beforehand and releasing the antiprotons more slowly) is expected to be much

lower, and will depend on the detailed mechanism chosen for the ejection of the

antiproton bunches.

The presence of a dense electron plasma in our catching trap may also

explain the structure superimposed onto the energy spectra of extracted

antiprotonsat early times. Model calculations performed at Los Alamos on dense

plasmas in Penning traps show a modulationof the effective axial potential in the

trap in cases where coherent oscillations of the plasma are excited. More det_._led

calculations and experiments are needed to fully characterize this effect. This

structure also has been observed when extracting very low energy anciprotons

from the trap using a much increased extraction time, thereby achieving a much

freerenergy scale. This means that the electron plasma will have _o be ejected

before hand via resonant excitation of its canonical frequencies to allow a

controlled ejection of ultra-low energy antiprotonbeams from our trap.

As the next major step towards the goals of PS200, we will implement

'controlled' electron cooling in our catching trap by eontroUing the number

density of the electrons in the trap. Before the capture of an antiproton pulse an

electron beam will be admitted into the trap through a central hole in our MCP

detector. Low energy secondary electrons will be produced by ionization of

residual gas atoms temporarily released from the foil when the electron beam

impinges onto it. These electrons will cool by synchrotron radiation to the

ambient temperature, and will be collected in the central, harmonic part of the

trap. Antiprotons may then be captured by lowering the potential on the entrmice

foil only to a value still sufficient to confine the cold electrons. Once captured, the

antiprotons will be cooled by Coulomb interaction with the cold electron cloud.

11 I
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At the end of the cooling process, the electrons will be ejected, leaving behind a

cold, dense antiprotonplasma in the central well of the trap.

2.6. Ejection of antiprotons from the PS200 catching trap

Oncetheinitialcoolinghastakenplace,theantiprotonswiiineedto be

ejectedfrom thetrap.For thegravitymeasurementproposedinPS200 all

antiprotonswillbetransferredina singlebunchintoa smallPenningtrapatthe

bottomof the verticaltime-of-flight experiment. Particleswillbeaex_leratedto

approximately1 keY to minimize the transfer time in order to avoid spatial blow-

up of the cloud due to the internalenergy spread. They will thenbe decelerated at

the entrance to the second trap and dynamically captured. In the current

configuration the radial extent of the cloud is defined by the spot size of the

antiproton beam hitting the final degrader loll and is in principle only limited by

the 1 cm active diameter of the trap entrance. Particles being ejected from the --

trap will follow the magnetic fi,,__ldlines and a 10 nun diameter beam spot will

expand to 35 mm diameter by the time the particles reach the 0.3 T plane in the

fringe magnetic field. The antiproton cloud will subsequently be re-compressed

upon entering the 2 T magnetic field of the gravity experiment. Nevertheless, to

reduce the radial extent of the antiprotzn bunch during transfer, and thereby

reduce the demands on the beam optics, we plan to implement magnetron

centeringintothecatchingtrapsystem.Untilthishas been accomplished

appropriatelysizedelectrostaticEinzellensesarerequiredtofocusthebeamonto

asmallvolumeforultra-lowenergyantiprotonexperimentswishingtoutilizeour

capturecapability.

While a fast transfer of a single pulse is required for PS200, most ultra-

low energy experimentswill require a 'semi'-continuousbeam, possibly with time

information on the release of individual antiprotons. A number of possible

12
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schemes can be envisioned to extract the cloud of antiprotons from the PS200

catching trap in such a way.

One can not just lower the potential at one end cap over an extended

period of time. Since all anttprotons will have been cooled to extreme low

temperature one would only obtain an extraction during the very last fraction of

the release time.

Instead, one can eject the antiprotons by an evaptrative process. Here the

axial resonance frequency of the stored antiprotons is weakly excited, leading to a

continuous 'boil-off of particles from the well. The rate of boil-off can be

controlled by the amplitude of the radio-frequency applied as well as by the

detuning between the applied frequency and the resonant frequency. We

anticipate being able to obtain slow spills as long as I hour with this method. Test

experiments with this method will be conducted at Los Alamos using a smaller

Penning trap filled with protons.

This evaporative slow spill can be used for exptu4.ments where a low

intensity of antiprotons and no time information is required. If a time structure is

required (i.e. for time-of-flight studies of the energy loss in materials) a different

method is proposed. This method was originally developed to eject low energy

electrons from a Penning trap and to study their time of flight through an

irdaomogeneous magnetic field to measure the electron magnetic moment [5]. As

described before, the well depth was slowly reduced, allowing electrons to leave

the trap whenever their kinetic energy exceeded the welll depth. Superimposed

onto this linear ramp was a series of triangular spikes with a half width longer

than the oscillation period of the particles i.,1the harmomc well. During the time

period of one of these pulsesall electrons occupying the energy band covered by

13
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the pulse amplitude where allowed to escape, generating a micro bunch with a

defined start time (see figure IIb).

A derivative of this method is shown in figure I Ic: Since the oscillation

period of the heavier antiproton is much longer than for the electron, we propose

to use pulses with an amplitude spanning the entire energy distribution of the

trapped antiprotons but with a half width much shorter than the oscillation period

given by the particle's mass, the well depth, and the trap gcomelry. In a I0 Volt

well of the geometrical dimensions of the central portion of our catching trap the

axial frequency for antiprotons is 228 kHz, equivalent to an oscillation period of

4.4 _s. Using a pulse width of 4 ns, only 1/1000th of the antiprotons would be

allowed to escape during one pulse. The spacing between the pulses can be

chosen arbilrarily, allowing the generation of a 'pseudo' beam of antiprotons,

consisting (for an initial population of 1 million antiprotons in the trap) of many

micro pulses with less than 1000 particles each at an arbitrary repetition rate.

Since the antiprotons in the trap will equilibrate between individual pulses the

thermal distribution will remain unchanged, but the intensity of the individual

bursts will slowly decrease. Using faster pulses, this 'beam' can be diluted even

further and a longer train of pulses can be produced. We plan to test this method

using protons with special emphasis towards specific requests by potential users.

2.7. Possibilities of ultra-low energy antiproton experiments.

Th_ availabilityoflow energy antiprotonswithawell defined energyhas

generated substantial interest amongst experimenters who have studied low

energy antiproton phenomena over the last years. While I refer the reader to the

extensive Literature on these experiments, I would like to use two specific

examples to discuss the current methods used and to present the alternative

method, and its advantages, based on our catching trap.

14
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The first group of experiments is a series of measurements on energy loss

and straggling of antiprotons passing through matter [6,7]. Traditionally, these

experiments were performed by passing the lowest energy beam available from

LEAR (5.9 MeV) through a degrader materi_ and then using a time-of-flight tag

to select the particles with a specific energy. This method has distinct

disadvantages at lower energies. If the thickness of the degrader material is

increased to reduce the beam energy below approximately 1 MeV both the energy

and the angular spread increase dramatically. As shown in figures 3.9 and 3.10 of

reference 6, the energy spread is equal to the mean energy around 1 - 2 MeV, and

the number of particles available at a given energy decreases drasdcafl/ybelow 1

MeV. Under these conditions one can no longer speak of a 'beam of antiprotons'.

Not only is the number of antiprotons available at the energy of interest

rapidly, requiring more and more integrated beam time from the

antiproton source to accumulate appropriate statistics, but also does the

background due to 'unwanted' particles at higher energy become quickly

overwhelming. These high energy particles may annihilate in the experimental set-

up, producing false counts and even saturating the detector system.

Here our catching trap would serve as a bunching system to compress the

phase space occupied by the antiprotons and to remove the high energy

background from the measurement. By utilizing a 30 kV well depth and by

cooling the particles to less than 1 eV one achieves an enhancement of more than

104 in energy density. This will allow experiments to explore energy regimes f,r

below the current limit of 10's of keV and to ac,cumulate a much better statistics

in the low energy region than possible before. I would like to point out, that the

OBELIX collaboration at this conference presented measurements of dFJdx in

gaseous targets to energies as low as 3 keV using a combination of time-of-flight

and spatial vortex tagging [8]. The analyses presented by that group strongly

IS
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relies on proper deconvolution of their integral data over a wide energy range and

it has been shown that the results obtained may not be entirely conclusive. Using

the PS200 catching trap, a well defined energy beam can bc produced with a very

small energy spread, allowing the direct measurement of low energy processes. A

number of such experiments have been proposed by the PS 194 collaboration [9]

and, once approval has been obtained, could be performed within the next years

with a much reduced impact on the LEAR operation.

A second group of experiments which would gready benefit from very

low energy, narrow energy width, antiproton beams are those requLring ultra-thin

targets. One example is the study of the formation and delayed decay of

hypernuclei when antiprotons are stopped in thin target foils. These processes

were studied at [.EAR by the PS 177 collaboration [ 10]. A shadowing method

was used to distinguish between prompt decays inside the target and delayed

decays of hyper nuclei which had escaped the target. The lifetime of heavy hyper

nuclei in the region of uranium was measured to be of the order of 10"10

seconds. To improve this method it would be desirable to use thinner targets, thus

allowing a larger fraction of the formed hype,rnuclei to escape. To maintain a

reasonable stopping rate much lower energy antiprotons would be required.

These again could be obtained from our catching trap. By using a time

structured extraction method one could generate short micro bunches of

antiprotons at energies up to 30 keV by switching the potential of rite long

cylindricalend electrode(or anotherelectrodeplacedin the system for this

spec_c experiment)duringthetimethebunchisinsidethisshielded environment.

The buncheswouldthenbe acceleratedtothekineticenergysetby thepotential

appliedtothiselectrodeupon exit.Again,inreactiontoa specificbeam structure

request,thismethodcan be developedand testedusingprotons.As an additional

benefittheoverallintensityofantiprotonsenteringtheexperimentalset-upand
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potentially annihilating somewhere, producing background, would be reduced to

near zero.

A group from Los Alamos, together with external collaborators, is

currently planning an experiment to measure possible signatures for neutron and

proton "halos" through prompt X-ray, Gamma-ray, and annihilation particle

emission. The experimental idea is very similar to those discussed by J. Jastrzebki

et al. on the "signature of a neutron halo in 232TH from a.,tiproton absorption"

[11]. The major difference being, that this experiment will not be limited to

radioactive annihilation products. Ultra-thin isotopieally enriched targets and

prompt measurements will be used to take advantage of the low energy properties

of the extracted antiproton beam from the PS200 catching trap. In addition to

yielding significant new physics results, this experiment will be useful in

characterizing the extracted beam quality for the transfer to the PS200 gravity

experiment. .....

Another experiment that has been discussed proposes to use extremely

thin gas targets to study the initial state distribution of antiprotonie atoms [12].

Using extreme low energy antiprotons (10 - 1000 eV) one earl use a dilute gas

target (lem length at 10-3 Torr) and still maintain a reasonable high reaction rate

(10/second). Both auger electrons and the recoiling antiprotonie atoms can
i

escape the thin target and can be used to study the physics of the capture process.

2.8. Outlook and future plans

Improvements to the vacuum in the trap region are planned by lowering

the base pressure in the room temperature region of the vacuum system as well as

by decreasing the coupling between the room temperature region and the

cryogenic bore. It is important to note that we do not intend to close off the
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system completely, even though this would help to achieve extremely low

pressures and long holding times. This is because we need to extract the

antiprotons once they have been electron cooled to transfer them into the gravity

experiment or other secondary user's experiments as described above.

Depending on which of the two production mechanism for the electrons in

our current system is dominating, such an improvement in base pressure could

adversely affect the electron cooling performance. To avoid this problem we plan

to preload the trap with electrons from an external electron source. Under these

circumstances we would have full control over electron density and temperature

and thereby over the detailed cooling process for the antiprotons. Additionally,

implementation of the electronic circuitry necessary to monitor the electron

density and temperature will also allow us to selectively eject the electrons from

the trap before the antiprotons are released. This will reduce the energy spread

due to space charge effects and variations of the trap potential due to plasma

effects.

We are presently studying the extraction optics for direct extraction from

the catching trap without modifying the radial cloud size. Due to the strong

defocusing forces of the magnetic field this requires sizable Einzel lenses as well

as large diameter access to the magnet bore (possibly compromising the

cryogenic vacuum system). To provide a better beam quality as well as to reduce

the demands on electro-optics and vacuum pumping we propose to reduce the

radial spread of the antiproton cloud using the magnetron centering technique

[ 13]. This technique requires strong, coupling between the trapped particles and

the trap electrodes. Due to its large size the catching trap is not well suited for

this and we plan to introduce a second, smaller trap into the magnet bore. Since

both trapsare situatedin the same magnetic fieldthe transferis easily

accomplishedby proper timing.Afterbeingtransferredto the second trap,

18
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standard resistive cooling and magnetron centering techniques can be employed

to reduce the radial extent of the spot to sub-millimeter dimensions while keeping

the axial motion strongly coupled to the 4 K environment. From this trap we can

then extract a high quality beam.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS:

Figure 1: Artist's conception of PS200.

Figure 2: Layout of experiment to capture antiprotons at LEAR,

Figure 3: Detailed view of antiproton catching trap

Figure 4: Yield of low energy antiprotons vs. variation in SF6 pressure

Figure 5: Block diagram of the data acquisition system used in the degrading

and trapping of antiprotons.

Figure 6: Energy spectrum of antiprotons trapped from a single shot received
from LEAR. The number of trapped antiprotons is approximately

480,000. (The horizontal axisgives thekineticenergyof the particles

in the trap with channel0 representing30 keV and channel600

representing 0 keV.)

Figure 7: Capture efficiency (defined as the ratio between the number of

antiprotonsreleased from the trap after 0.5 seconds and the number of

antiprotons that have left LEAR) vs. the well depth of our large

Penning trap.

Figure 8: Number of antiprotons released from the trap after different storage
times. The differencein the two fits shown is in omitting the last point

from the data set. _ point may actually reflect the loss of

antiprotons into the central well rather than a loss from the trap.)

Figure 9: Antiproton spectra obtained 8, and 40 seconds after capture. Strong

electron cooling can be observed after 40 seconds. Note that the

integral number of particles in the spectrum has not changed. (The
definition of the horizontal axis is identical to figure 6).

Figure 10: Mean energy for antiproton distributions released from the trap after

different storage times. An exponential fit yields a cooling time
constant of T = 16 s.

Figure 11: Possible ejection schemes to deliver low energy antiproton beams to

end users: (a) Continuous boil-off of particles from the harmonicwell,

(b) and (c) timed ejection of particles from the distribution to form a

pulse train of micro bunches.
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